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Although Frank Duveneck has long been an outstanding name in

American painting, the New York public has had little opportunity

of first-hand acquaintance with his work. Only in Duveneck's native city

of Cincinnati, in the comprehensive collection of his pictures owned by

the Cincinnati Art Museum, has it been possible to secure an adequate

idea of his art.

In presenting this first large and representative exhibition of Duveneck's

paintings to be held in the East, the Whitney Museum of American Art

wishes to express its deep appreciation of the generosity of the Cincinnati

Art Museum, and its Director, Mr. Walter H. Siple, in lending the im-

portant group of pictures from the Museum's collection which forms half

of the exhibition. We are also deeply indebted to the Cincinnati Art Mu-
seum for making available to us its very complete records of works owned

by other collectors, and for its cooperation in many other matters.

Thanks also are due to Mr. Norbert Heermann, friend and pupil of

Duveneck and the author of two books on the artist, one of them now in

preparation, who has written the introduction to the catalogue of the

exhibition.

The scope of the exhibition has been intentionally limited, with a few

exceptions, to the 1870's and 1880's, when we feel that the artist's most

characteristic work was produced.

The Museum wishes to make grateful acknowledgement to the follow-

ing museums and collectors who have generously contributed pictures as

loans to the exhibition:

E. C. Babcock Art Galleries New York
The Board of Education of the City of St. Louis St. Louis

Museum of Fine Arts Boston

The Art Institute of Chicago Chicago

The Cincinnati Art Museum Cincinnati

Mr. E. D. Clapp Alburn, New York
The Cleveland Museum of Art Cleveland

The Corcoran Gallery of Art Washington, D. C.

Mrs. T. Edgar Houston Cincinnati

M. Knoedi.er & Company New York
The A. W. Mellon Educational and Charitable Trust Pittsburgh

Mr. and Mrs. Harold W. Nichols Cincinnati

The Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts Philadelphia

Mr. Albin K. Schoepf Scarsdale, New York
Tavern Club Boston

The Family of Mr. Charles F. Williams Cincinnati
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FRANK DUVENECK
By Xorbert Heermann

Frank Duveneck, whose personal magnetism and sensuous vitality as a

painter made him the idol of the younger artists over sixty years ago,

has become an obscure, almost forgotten figure today, chiefly because his

work has never been generally accessible. Not since 1875, when a few of

his early portraits first electrified aesthetic Boston, has any attempt suc-

ceeded, until now. to hold a comprehensive exhibition of his work in the

East. This has been unfortunate, since it has veiled not only his own per-

formance but also his achievement as leader of the many American art

students who flocked to Munich in the "seventies. Late researches throw

this era into bold relief as a chapter of Yankee daring and adventure in the

tame biography of American painting executed in Europe.

Revolt was in the air as Frank Duveneck. twenty-one years old, first

entered Munich on January 2nd, 1870, to study painting at its famous

Academy of the Fine Arts. Naturalism, the back-to-nature movement, had

been dramatically proclaimed a few weeks earlier in a Munich beer hall

by a new German leader, a mere art student called Wilhelm Leibl,

proudly fortified by his new French friend, the bull-necked Gustave

Courbet, and a small but ardent group of disciples. The fireworks had

begun with the opening of the international art exhibition in the fall of

1869, before a smug and in turn bewildered Munich audience. With it

came the introduction of the French masters Ingres, Delacroix, Courbet

and Manet. It was Courbet's colossal canvas of the Stone Breakers which

created the greatest furore. Here was the sledge-hammer the untamed

youth of Germany had been waiting for to free painting from the shackles

of ostentatious grandeur, of melodramatic history and literature. With

it the Frenchman dealt the first blow to the dynasty which had started

thirty years earlier with King Ludwig the First's early pet, Peter Cornelius.

Soon after the International had opened, Courbet arrived in Munich
to enjoy the consternation he knew his paintings would create, for he loved

nothing better than "d'embeter le bourgeois." But now a strange thing hap-

pened—Courbet, the conqueror, in turn was conquered by the extraor-

dinary beauty of a painting in the exhibition. To his amazement he was

told that it was painted by a German art student, still in the Piloty

school—Wilhelm Leibl. Courbet openly proclaimed him Germany's lead-

ing modern painter. And this was the man who became the greatest in-

fluence in Duveneck's early career.

It was a strange chance that brought Duveneck to Munich just at the

moment when his natural, spontaneous talent, his delight in painting for



the sheer joy of painting, should have been most appreciated. With his

thickly sculptured, blond shock of hair, keen eyes, and tall massive physique,

he looked like a true Viking. He intuitively joined the rebellion, and with

Leibl adopted the new method of boldly modeling in paint, without the

customary careful, tight under-drawing. At the Academy his brilliant

young teacher Wilhelm Diez brought aesthetic control to the impetuous

blood of young Duveneck by leading him into the at that time neglected

galleries in the Pinakothek containing the earlier naturalists, the great

Dutch masters, where Duveneck at once recognized his temperamental

affinity with Frans Hals.

Duveneck's rise at the Munich Academy was meteoric. Prizes flowed

to him, and professors, students and friends begged, borrowed or even

stole his pictures. Without bothering about approval or applause, he went

his own way, attracting an ever-growing, unsolicited following among
older painters and fellow students. These were exciting years, in which

Duveneck painted literally hundreds of pictures, which were scattered in

all directions, for he was generous to a fault. He did, however, manage to

take back home to Cincinnati in 1873. a thin roll of portraits. With these

he scored his wholly unexpected first American success in Boston, where

all of them were sold with the exception of the finest, his Professor Loefftz-

This portrait, incredible though it seems, was painted in one sitting, last-

ing all day, and to the point of exhaustion of both painter and sitter.

Duveneck scorned all offers from Boston to stay there and make his

fame and fortune. Back to Munich, to its alluring Bohemian life he went,

and along with him came the most talented of his Cincinnati pupils,

John H. Twachtman. On a night in the fall of 1878, in one of the Munich
cafes, thirteen of the most ambitious among the young bearded American

art students staged a revolt against conditions at the Academy. And
though they had been sent by their parents to study under the famous

German professors, they dared to walk out and open their own school

under Duveneck. He proved an inspiring teacher. Others clamored to get

into the class, finally necessitating another, larger studio. They soon

became known everywhere as the "Duveneck Boys." A spirit of compan-

ionship, of Briiderschajt, arose between master and pupils such as the world

has rarely seen. Aside from their mutual consuming passion for the art of

painting, they led a happy, charmed life, with their masked parties and

fetes, their elaborately contrived practical jokes, their escapades among the

Bavarian peasants, and their cafe life in Munich.

Their summers in Germany were spent walking or bicycling in the

lovely Bavarian landscape, where they settled in a little place called Pol-

ling, which soon became famous as the "American Village." The deserted

cells and chapels of a huge abandoned monastery were their studios, the
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refectory their club room. They did their own cooking, the peasants of

the village were their models, the humble little village inn their night

club. Murger himself might have invented the group. They were perhaps

the last of the true Bohemians, capable of living a life of poverty and
gaiety, without pretense or exhibitionism. The pictures they produced in

Polling finally earned them the plaudits of all Munich. Even Piloty, the

much-feared head of the Academy, said: "There is more talent in Polling

than in the whole Academy put together. The time will come when Euro-

pean students will go to America to study painting."

Thus Duveneck and his Boys became famous. When, at the persuasion

of Miss Elizabeth Boott, Duveneck transferred his class to Florence in the

winter of 1879, the Boys were a social as well as an artistic sensation;

though this new success proved rather embarrassing, as there was not a

single dress suit among them. William Dean Howells has described this

part of their life in his novel Indian Summer. The summer of 1880 saw

Duveneck and his Boys established in Venice, where they met Whistler,

who became keenly interested in the group, and envious of Duveneck's

great popularity and the devotion of his disciples. It was at this time that

Duveneck did the fine series of etchings which on being exhibited in

London were mistaken for Whistler's own.

The end of Duveneck's Bohemian days came with his marriage in 1886

to Miss Elizabeth Boott, of Boston and Florence. The story of their ro-

mance is too subtle and psychologically involved to relate in brief space.

But it is necessary for the understanding of Duveneck's later development,

and the curious change which for a time took place in his work, to state

that never was the truth of the old saying, "opposites attract," more evi-

dent than in their case. The flower-like Elizabeth Boott, intellectual,

socially gifted, the product of generations of Bostonian culture, breeding,

and wealth, championed by Henry James and his coterie, fell immediately

and irrevocably in love with the man of humble birth, the poor Bohemian

whose tastes were as simple as a peasant's, who had little general educa-

tion and no intellectual interests outside his own work, and whose whole

life had been spent among men of his own kind. With "ladies" he felt

awkward, social functions bored him, he had no stock of small talk. Intro-

duced into Miss Boon's distinguished and sophisticated circle, Duveneck

felt the pressure of their worldly opinions on art and artists. Where, be-

fore, his painting had flowed naturally and freely, he now made a valiant,

though mistaken, effort to conform to the standards of society. For a time

we see Duveneck transformed into a fashionable celebrity, in a top hat

and kid gloves, his Viking's mane of blond hair clipped, his efforts directed

toward playing a stellar part in the Paris Salon of Bouguereau and Com-

pany. But it was only for a short while that Duveneck could be lured
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away from his own sense of artistic direction. And a striking exception to

the strangely sweet, academic pictures of his later middle period, is the

portrait of Elizabeth Boott. done in 1888. the year of her untimely death.

After his wife's death Duveneck returned to America, to Cincinnati,

where he finally shook himself free from all European cultural and social

fetters. Slowly the smothered spark of his own true talent revived. Many
pictures of surprisingly luminous beauty and substance make this latter

period one of real value. But with the rising tide of the French masters of

impressionism and post-impressionism, the comparatively dark earlv can-

vases of Duveneck and his circle became discredited. Insults such as "'the

brown sauce of Munich." "technique for technique's sake." and "masters

of bitumen," were hurled at them for many years. But just as the economic

debacle made men go back to the plow, artists too began to go back to the

sobering reality of the soil for aesthetic rejuvenation. Thus the paintings

of our first forgotten master realists, with their courageous technique and

their rich, serious tonal quality of simple earth colors, have come into

their own again.

Some of the changes in Duveneck's style can be easily traced in the

forty-five paintings included in the present exhibition. The fearless, spar-

kling brush execution of his Munich period appears in his Self Portrait. He

Lives by his Wits, Old Town Brook. Professor Loefftz. the Whistling Boy, and

various heads of girls. The temperamentally restraining influence of the

old Dutch masters, also of Holbein, is revealed in others belonging to the

same period: the Lady with a Fan. the Head of a Woman, from the Boston

Museum, and the Woman with Forget-me-nots.

The early Italian period retains the pure, festival spirit of the Munich

technique. Outstanding here is the Still Life with Watermelon, the portrait of

John W. Alexander, and the Head of an Italian Boy. About 1884 the sadly

academic strain sets in. which developed into large "French Salon"' type

of sweetened exhibition pictures, strangely foreign to Duveneck's real

nature. The only redeeming quality of that phase was a much lightened

palette. Italian Courtyard and Well and Water Tank. Italian Villa, are two

exceptional landscapes painted during this time. But the finest exception

is the tender, sensitive portrait of Mrs. Duveneck, done in Paris in 1888.

The scope of the exhibition includes only a few examples of Duveneck's

mature style of the 'nineties, with its modern French influence. However,

some of the new qualities in the reborn artist's vision are revealed in the

Girl Reading, the Boy Wearing a Cloak, and the Xude Standing. A visit to the

Prado in 1894 helped to guide Duveneck toward a new sense of pictorial

order. The Yacht Harbor, painted in the beginning of our century, is the

single example in the exhibition of his latest period, in which he bravely

plunged into modern problems of light and color.



BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE
Frank Duveneck was born October 9th. 1848. in Covington, Kentucky,

across the Ohio River from Cincinnati. His parents. Bernard Decker and

Katherine Siemers Decker, came from Oldenburg, Germany. When he

was an infant his father died and his mother married Squire Joseph

Duveneck, also from Oldenburg. The boy adopted his stepfather's name.

He started to paint in his early teens, doing decorations for Catholic

churches in Covington and Cincinnati, a training which partly accounts

for his early skill.

At twenty-one he went to Munich and entered the Academy of Fine

Arts, studying under Wilhelm von Diez. Of great natural gifts, extremely

precocious, he won many prizes and was soon granted the use of a studio

and expenses for models. The Whistling Boy. Professor Lofjftz, and the Lady

with a Fan were painted at this time. In 1873 he returned to Cincinnati,

remaining two years in America. His exhibition at the Boston Art Club in

1875, which included the three pictures mentioned above, was highly

successful.

He returned to Munich in 1875, and the next thirteen or fourteen years

were spent abroad. To this period belong most of the pictures in this exhi-

bition. In 1878 came the founding of Duveneck's school. The i;Duveneck

Boys" included many of the future leaders of American painting, such as

Alexander, Vinton, DeCamp, and Twachtman. The group moved in

1879 to Italy, where for two years they spent winters in Florence and

summers in Venice.

In 1886 Duveneck married Elizabeth Boott, formerly one of his pupils,

and the couple divided their time between Paris and a villa outside

Florence. After Mrs. Duveneck's death in Paris in 1888, the artist re-

turned to America, settling in Cincinnati, where he lived the rest of his

life, with occasional trips abroad.

In Cincinnati he continued his teaching, as well as in other cities, almost

to the end of his life, devoting more and more time to his students and less

to his own work. His summers were usually spent in Gloucester, Massa-

chusetts. In later years, partly at the insistence of his pupils, he gathered

together some of the finest of his early works and presented them to the

Cincinnati Art Museum. At the Panama-Pacific Exposition at San Fran-

cisco in 1915, a special gallery was devoted to his work, which brought

him fresh recognition and honors. He died in Cincinnati, January 3rd,

1919, at the age of seventy-one.





CATALOGUE

1. WHISTLING BOY. 1872 Lent by the Cincinnati Art Museum

2. WHISTLING BOY. 1872 Lent by the E. C. Babcock Art Galleries

j. HEAD OF A GIRL, UNFINISHED PORTRAIT STUDY. 1873
Lent by the Cincinnati Art Museum

4. DELAMER EDWARD CLAPP. 1873 Lent by Mr. E. D. Clapp

5. LADY WITH A FAN. 1873
Lent by the Family of Charles F. Williams

6. PORTRAIT OF PROFESSOR LUDWIG LOEFFTZ.
About 1873 Lent by the Cincinnati Art Museum

7. PORTRAIT OF MRS. ANTHONY HUGHES HINKLE. 1875
Lent by the Cincinnati Art Museum

8. THE BOHEMIAN. 1876 Lent by the Family of Charles F. Williams

9. A TURK. 1876 Lent by the Tavern Club, Boston

10. TURKISH PAGE. 1876

Lent by the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts

1 1

.

WOMAN WITH FORGET-ME-NOTS. About 1 876
Lent by the Cincinnati Art Museum

12. PORTRAIT OF MAJOR D. H. CLARK. 1877
Lent by the Corcoran Gallery of Art

13. GIRL READING. 1877 Lent by the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

14. SELF PORTRAIT. About 1877 Lent by the Cincinnati Art Museum

15. HE LIVES BY HIS WITS. 1878

Lent by the Family of Charles F. Williams

16. LADY WITH A VEIL. About 1878
Lent by the Cincinnati Art Museum

17. OLD TOWN BROOK, POLLING, BAVARIA. About 1878

Lent by the Cincinnati Art Museum



18. STILL LIFE WITH WATERMELON. About 1878
Lent by the Cincinnati Art Museum

19. PROFILE OF GIRL WITH HAT. About 1878
Lent by the Cincinnati Art Museum

20. FRANK J. CURRIER. About 1878
Lent by the Art Institute of Chicago

21. THE CARPENTER OF POLLING. About 1878
Lent by Mr. Albin K. Schoepf

22. VENETIAN GIRL. About 1878-79
Lent by the Cleveland Museum of Art

23. GIRL IN BLACK HOOD. 1879 Lent by the Cincinnati Art Museum

24. THE MUSIC MASTER. 1879
Lent by the Family of Charles F. Williams

25. WOMAN IN A BLACK VEIL. 1879

Lent by the Cincinnati Art Museum

26. NUDE BACK. About 1879 Lent by the Cincinnati Art Museum

27. PORTRAIT OF JOHN W. ALEXANDER. About 1879
Lent by the Cincinnati Art Museum

28. HEAD OF A GIRL. Lent by the Corcoran Gallery of Art

29. HEAD OF A WOMAN. Lent by the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

30. HEAD OF A GIRL. About 1 880 Lent by the Cincinnati Art Museum

31. HEAD OF AN ORIENTAL WOMAN. About 1880

Lent by Mr. and Mrs. Harold W. Nichols

32. PORTRAIT OF AMY FOLSOM. (Unfinished Version)

About 1880 Lent by the Family of Charles F. Williams

33. HEAD OF AN ITALIAN BOY. About 1880
Lent by Mrs. T. Edgar Houston

34. PORTRAIT OF WILLIAM GEDNEY BUNCE. About 1880

Lent by the A. W. Mellon Educational and Charitable Trust



PORTRAIT OF AMY FOLSOM (Unfinished Version)
Lent by the Family of Charles F. Williams



35. SCENE IN VENICE. About 1881

Lent by the Family of Charles F. Williams

36. PORTRAIT OF MARY C. WHEELWRIGHT AS A CHILD.
1882 Lent by M. Knoedler and Company

37. ITALIAN COURTYARD. 1886 Lent by the Cincinnati Art Museum

38. HEAD OF A FLORENTINE GIRL WITH PARTED LIPS.
About 1886 Lent by the Cincinnati Art Museum

39. WELL AND WATER TANK, ITALIAN VILLA. About 1887
Lent by the Cincinnati Art Museum

40. BOY WEARING CLOAK. 1888 Lent by the Cincinnati Art Museum

41. PORTRAIT OF MRS. FRANK DUVENECK (Elizabeth Boott).

1888 Lent by the Cincinnati Art Museum

42. PROFILE OF A FRENCH GIRL Lent by the Cincinnati Art Museum

43. LITTLE GIRL IN GRAY. About 1890
Lent by the Cincinnati Art Museum

44. NUDE STANDING. About 1892 Lent by the Cincinnati Art Museum

45. THE YACHT HARBOR.
Lent by the Board of Education of the City of St. Louis
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